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Among the measures introduced for employees traveling 
during COVID-19, additional pre-trip approvals, specific 
travel advice and traveler tracking are used the most.

60% of travel managers have global 
responsibilities and 33% manage regional travel 
programs.

60% are based in North America (the U.S. and 
Canada) and 30% are in EMEA, including the U.K.

Top three industries: Pharmaceutical (20%), 
Manufacturing (16%) and Financial services
(16%).

71% work for large companies with more than 
10,000 employees.

52% have annual travel spend of US$50 million
and above.

COVID-19 travel buyer experience
and outlook #2

About the survey

The goal: With this survey we aimed to explore the 
current state of travel programs impacted by 
COVID-19 and better understand travel buyers' 
needs as business travel starts emerging from the 
pandemic. 

Methodology: The results are based on an online 
survey of 100 travel managers conducted from 
June 2-12, 2020.

This is the second travel buyer study related to 
COVID-19. You can find the first one here.

Respondent profile

All business travel 
is suspended

April 2020

Only essential travel 
is taking place

Other

June 2020

4%

41% 57%

2%

23% 73%

Require additional
pre-trip approvals 75%

Adjust credit card limits for
disrupted travelers 5%

Offer additional services
to travelers 3%

Provide specific travel advice 62%

Additionally track all
traveling employees 47%

Provide personal protective
equipment to travelers 38%

Use in-app messaging to
quickly update travelers 10%

None 8%

COVID-19 had a strong negative impact on business travel 
but this is gradually weakening. In June 2020, 
three-quarters of respondents reported essential trips 
taking place; 17 points higher than two months ago.

https://www.bcdtravel.com/surview-infographic-covid-19-travel-buyer-experience-and-outlook/
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When planning for a return to normalcy, 7 in 10 consider 
business travel a contributor, while 16% see it as central to the 
plan.

16%
Business travel is 

central to the plan 7%
Business travel 
is not part of 
the plan

 7%
There is no such plan
or I am not aware of it

70%
Business travel 

is a contributor
to the plan

According to three-quarters of respondents, travel 
management is a stakeholder in the return to normalcy
plan.

Leading the way Engaged as 
contributor

Not engaged

72%Executive Leadership

Security

Human Resources

Travel Management

Finance

Procurement

Sustainability

61%

49%

20%

15%

14%

14%

27%

36%

48%

77%

64%

64%

42% 44%

22%

21%

More than a half of respondents aren't currently collecting 
traveler feedback about their new needs when travel resumes, 
but they are planning to do so.

26%
No and no plans 
to do so

19%
Yes

55%
No but plan to do so

Rapidly changing
travel regulations

Cleanliness of
travel environment

Medical care at
travel destinations

Lengthy check-in
 and immigration

73%

72%

68%

66%

64%

54%

39%

38%

32%

24%

13%

Medical testing
at airports

Travelers wearing
masks at meetings

Travelers having 
and using sanitizer

Reduced flight
 schedules

Quarantine
 upon arrival

Social distancing
 while traveling

Travelers bringing
health risks home

Reduced flight schedules and quarantine upon arrival are the 
top two travel program challenges when the restrictions are 
lifted.

Other stakeholders engaged in the return to normalcy plan:
Operations, Legal, Risk, Health and Safety, Communications, Sales
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As a result of the pandemic, travel policy will change, with a stricter approval process and more detailed information about travel 
procedures and destinations topping the list of changes.

More stringent travel approval process

More detailed information
 about travel procedures

More detailed information 
 by region or destination

Mandating approved booking channels

Pre-trip health requirements
 for travelers

More detailed information on
 traveler wellbeing measures
Reimbursement for traveler
 sanitizing/cleaning supplies

Encouraging direct/non-stop flights

Encouraging driving a car

Changes to hotel rate caps

Reimbursement for mobile phone calls

I don't know 1%

5%

17%

17%

25%

28%

37%

40%

43%

55%

55%

66%

Travel buyers are considering various travel management changes. Managing virtual meetings and events is one of them: 
Two-thirds are currently involved in virtual meetings management, and this number is expected to rise.

Taking place right now Will take place soon No plans to consider Not sure

Manage virtual meetings and events 66% 13% 13%8%

Provide travelers with masks
 and sanitizers

37% 23% 26%15%

Implement new pre-trip
approval process

34% 26% 13%27%

Conduct a program-wide
 risk assessment

33% 19% 21%28%

Trace traveler contacts 27% 17% 29%27%

Provide additional healthcare or
 testing support to travelers 13% 22% 45%21%
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Among anticipated supplier management changes, re-negotiating existing agreements and issuing new requirements to 
preferred suppliers are expected to take place soon. Most respondents do not intend to engage with new suppliers.

Taking place right now Will take place soon No plans to consider

Renegotiate existing
 supplier agreements

Engage with new travel suppliers
 (air, hotel, ground, rail etc.)

Issue new requirements
 to preferred suppliers

Engage with new medical care suppliers

Engage with new duty of care /
 risk management suppliers

Not sure

17% 36% 20%28%

15% 15% 13%56%

13% 38% 28%22%

11% 11% 29%50%

11% 13% 16%60%

When restrictions are lifted, buying behavior is expected to change. When considering travel modes, 6 in 10 
respondents expect the frequency of travel by car - private or rental - to increase. Airplanes will be used less often 
according to 85% of travel buyers.

Will go down

Drive your own car

Private jets

Rental car

Chauffeured car / black car

Taxi

Air

Will stay the same Will go up

Rail

Ride-hailing services

85% 13%

52% 8%41%

36% 14%49%

34% 14%53%

34% 22%45%

24% 54%21%

19% 23%58%

4% 61%35%

2%

Looking at accommodation, independent hotels and alternative accommodations are most exposed to lower business 
travel bookings. Staying with friends or relatives is expected to become more popular.

Will go down

Stay with friends or relatives
 while traveling

Private corporate lodging

Hotels for extended stay  with kitchenette

Alternative accommodations e.g. Airbnb

Independent hotels

Will stay the same Will go up

Chain hotels

49% 51%

45% 16%39%

31% 18%51%

29% 20%51%

24% 27%49%

13% 30%57%
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Looking at travel costs, three-quarters of travel buyers anticipate higher airfares. Opinion is divided on the outlook for 
hotel rates.

Will go down Will stay the same Will go up

Rail prices 10% 38%53%

Rental car prices 11% 34%54%

Chauffeured / Black car prices 13% 45%42%

Airline prices 13% 72%14%

Hotel prices 41% 31%28%

Travel buyers shared their views on various measures adopted by travel 
suppliers to ensure safe travel in the near future. Their opinions largely 

coincided with the views of travelers that we reported in a
COVID-19 Traveler Study.

 The results are based on a weighted average of five-point scale ratings from "not important at all" to "extremely 
important."

Among the measures taken by airlines and airports, frequent enhanced disinfection is considered the most important. Contactless check-in 
and baggage drop, mandatory masks and new boarding procedures to accommodate social distancing are among the top four.

Frequent enhanced airport
 and cabin disinfection 4.6

Contactless check-in and
 baggage drop, biometric checkpoints 4.1

Mandatory wearing of masks
 by travelers and employees 4.1

New boarding procedures to
 accommodate social distancing 4.1

Empty seat beside you on an airplane 3.9

Enhanced packaging of
 food and beverages on board 3.6

Temperature checks 3.5

Rapid COVID-19 tests for passengers 3.5

https://www.bcdtravel.com/surview-infographic-covid-19-traveler-study/
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Robots to replace humans

COVID-19 blood tests for travelers
at airports and/or hotels

Complete GPS-based device
tracking of a traveler

Among the regulatory measures, contactless payment and use of infrared cameras for temperature checks are considered most 
important.

Contactless payment systems

Immunity passports

COVID-19 saliva tests for travelers
 at airports and/or hotels

Pre-trip COVID-19 testing
and certification

Traveler contact tracing

Infrared cameras to identify
people with a fever

Similarly, the list of measures adopted by hotels is led by enhanced cleaning and transparency around it. This is followed by online 
check-in and digital key and mandatory wearing of masks by hotel employees and guests.

Enhanced cleaning and
transparency around it

Closure of all hotel public amenities

Individual boxed meals
instead of a restaurant

Guest temperature check

Robot room service delivery

24/7 presence of healthcare workers

Social distancing measures

Mandatory wearing of masks
 by hotel guests and employees

Online check-in and digital room key

4.2

4.0

4.0

3.6

3.2

3.0

3.0

2.7

2.4

4.1

3.5

3.2

3.1

2.8

2.7

2.5

2.3

2.1

We have carefully researched and checked the information contained. However, we do not accept 
any liability for any damage or loss as a result of the use of the information contained in this article.


